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LISTEN ACTIVELY

WHEN FURIOUS,
GET CURIOUS

STEP UP & STEP BACK

SEEK FIRST TO
UNDERSTAND

SUSPEND JUDGEMENT

GUIDES FOR DIALOGUE

ASSUME POSITIVE
INTENT

–DIVERSITY & INCLUSION–

TRY NOT TO FREEZE
PEOPLE IN TIME

USE “I” STATEMENTS.
SPEAK ONLY FOR YOURSELF.

PRACTICE BOTH/AND
THINKING

GUIDES FOR DIALOGUE
EXPECT & ACCEPT
NON-CLOSURE

BE REAL. BE HONEST.
INQUIRE.

LISTEN ACTIVELY

STEP UP & STEP BACK

Give coworkers the respect of really listening when they speak. Only one person should be speaking at a
time—no side conversations!

SUSPEND JUDGEMENT

Leaders need to step up and do more than they typically do in the early stages of the change—in specific
ways and at specific times; and then step back and do less than they typically do in the later stages of the
change—again, in specific ways, at specific times.

ASSUME POSITIVE INTENT

A cognitive process and a rational state of mind in which one withholds judgments, particularly on the
drawing of moral or ethical conclusions. The opposite of suspension of judgment is premature judgment,
usually shortened to prejudice.

WHEN FURIOUS, GET CURIOUS

Choose to believe the best of people and trust that they have good intentions. This isn’t just a vague “good
vibes only” mantra that shies away from actual challenges. It’s a psychologically-backed tactic — the
simple act of assuming positive intent leads to happier and more effective teams

SEEK FIRST TO UNDERSTAND

When you want to hear from others (and you should because it adds to the pool of meaning), the best way to
get at the truth is by making it safe for them to express the stories that are moving them to silence or violence.
This means that at the very moment when most people become furious, we need to be curious.

People form opinions based on their own experiences. Unless they work hard to understand the other
person's perspective, two people can see the same thing and form completely different viewpoints
because they are understanding "autobiographically."

EXPECT & ACCEPT NON-CLOSURE

Solution may be revealed in the process of dialogue itself: There is no "quick fix." Dialogue triggers a
moral, intellectual, social, and emotional shift that allows for opportunities. The more one talks, the more
one learns; the more one learns, the more appropriate and promising your actions and interventions.

PRACTICE BOTH/AND THINKING

Practice Three Habits. 1. You look at both sides of an issue. 2. You look at information from outside the two
sides or two perspectives. 3. You incorporate information from both sides and more information from
other sources that was not presented by either of the two sides.

TRY NOT TO FREEZE PEOPLE IN TIME

You may have had a not great interaction with someone. All people learn and grow, interact with who
they are now, not who they were when the mistake was made.

BE REAL. BE HONEST. INQUIRE.

Realness may require you to do things that will be unpopular with other people. You may also have to
acknowledge aspects of yourself that are less favorable, but this is important because acknowledging
what you value or do not value about yourself leads you to live an open, honest, and more real life. Inquire
(inquire after) ask about the health and well-being of (someone).

USE “I” STATEMENTS. SPEAK ONLY FOR YOURSELF.

An “I” statement can help a person become aware of problematic behavior and generally forces the
speaker to take responsibility for his or her own thoughts and feelings rather than attributing
them—sometimes falsely or unfairly—to someone else. Express your opinion as your own, and not
represent it as being indicative of anyone else's or as an opinion of a whole group of people.

